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• Perform quality control in 
the whole process

• Features standardization, 
modular and 
universalization
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••Product instructionProduct instruction



NL502SA deformation analysis

NL504SA outlook without protective cover 

NL502SA/NL504SANL502SA/NL504SA

Compact structure

Good chip removal
High performance

High rigidity

finite element analysis realize 
optimize design

Integrated bed slant by 45°



CAE  aided design, optimum arrangement, high quality 
castings，good steady and vibration weakened

Residual stress is eliminated greatly 
after time aging process

Casting



NL50SA adopts integrated structure, with good 
rigidity, decrease contact components, lessen 
deformation, and increase rigidity

Guideways of bed slant 45°,convenient load 
or unload, good rigidity 

Deformation analysis NL502SA bed model NL504SA bed model

Internal stress analysis

Bed



Deformation analysis Stress distribution analysis

Its distributing of stress is simulated by computer and finite 
element analysis in order to optimize design and increase rigidity

High precision and low noise

Periodic slip：0.008mm
Taper hole run-out：0.008mm
Position conical face run-out：0.008mm

NSK bearing is adopted for spindle

Headstock



Spindle nose deformation

Precision machining and testSpindle

Dynamic Balance TestSpindle precision grinding Spindle warm-up Test



High performance spindle servo 
motor of FANUC is for option

Motor and spindle are connected by high 
performance V-belt, which run with reasonable 
reduction ratio to ensure spindle output torque and 
speed and rise the machining efficiency.

Spindle motor
Digital frequency conversion motor of SFC IFB type is 
adopted for standard configuration, which features super 
overload capacity, and can work steadily for 30 min. on the 
power which is more than one rate of the power in the 
nameplate.



FANUC servo motor is adopted for X,Z-axis as 
standard configuration. SIEMENS servo motor is 
for option.

HIWIN ball screw features high efficiency, 
zero backlash, high rigidity, long service life

Ensure rigidity and precision！

Drive system

Rectangular 
plastic-iron guideways



High efficiency, high precision, high stability FANUC
CNC system is adopted. SIEMENS CNC system is 
for option.

FANUC 0i Mate-TD

standard option

FANUC servo motor β is

FANUC spindle motor β iIFB type spindle frequency 
conversion motor of SFC

FANUC servo amplifier

Control system



Standard configuration 
Live center (Morse 5#)

Mandrel center structure
is for option (Morse4#)

Standard configuration is live center with tailstock, hydraulic drive, 
witch operate easily. The high precision guidance guideway is adopted, 
which features easily move.

Deformation analysis

Stress distribution analysis

Design of mandrel center structure  is same as 
spindle, which features high rigidity, super load 
capacity, rotating smoothly, high positioning.

Tailstock



Standard configuration:10inch chuck. Other chuck 
and hollow chuck with different sizes are optional.
Hollow chuck with cylinder or hollow cylinder.

Automatic index chuck of 
AUTOBLOCK is optional, which can 
machine valve body, universal joint 
and pipe joint in high efficiency 
and high index accuracy

Famous brands at home and broad are for your choice.

Chuck



Standard configuration is 8-station hydraulic turret, which 
features high positioning precision, and tool change quickly, 
electric or servo turret with more stations are optional.

Hydraulic turret of Liuxin in Taiwan is optional

Servo turret of Liuxin in Taiwan is optional

Turret



Fine scrapping

Precision test by laser

Belt tension test

Keep improving, don’t miss any possibility of the defective 
products.

QC



•Feature



Inner sliding door

Rotary operation panel is of graceful 
outlook, The MPG is for option.

New type of protective cover



Wiring is in order, easily to maintenance.

Lubricating system
Lubricating point is lubricated in fix quantity timely



•Application



Application
Series are suitable to machining parts for industries such as: valve, auto parts, aerospace,

engineering machinery, and war etc.



Suitable for parts of shafts or plates



••ParameterParameter



Item NL502SA NL504SA

Machining
range

Max. swing dia. (Saddle/Bed) mm Φ340/Φ505

Max. turning dia. (Shaft/Plate) mm Φ250/Φ500

Max. turning length mm 500 1000

Travel (X/Z) mm 250/600 250/1100

Spindle

Power kW 11/15

Max. speed r/min 3000

Diameter of spindle through-hole mm Φ65

Chuck Hydraulic chuck inch 10(solid)

Hydraulic turret

Station 8

Dimension of external turning tool mm 25×25

Max. dia. of boring bar mm Φ40

Swing dia. of tool nose mm Φ370

Hydraulic
tailstock

Dia. of quill mm Φ100

Quill travel mm 100

Quill taper Morse 5#

Chip conveyor Automatic chip conveyor Chain type

CNC system FANUC 0i Mate-TD



ENDEND


